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1.0

Introduction

The City of Yellowknife (City) currently disposes of snow at two locations within the city:
adjacent to the solid waste facility on Highway 4 and at the end of Enterprise Drive in Kam
Lake. It has been noted in the report entitled “External Review of the Solid Waste Facility
Operations and Processes” (Dillon, December 2005) that disposing of snow near landfills is not
recommended and this practice should be discontinued. In addition, residents of Kam Lake have
expressed concerns by phone and recently in local media, relating to noise, litter and snow
meltwater when trucks dispose of snow at the end of Enterprise Drive. Based on the reasons
noted above, the City has requested an investigation of alternate locations for the disposal of
snow. Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon) was retained to identify other possible locations, based
on land use designations, ownership and available guidelines. This report summarizes the
findings.
Research was conducted for guidelines developed by other municipalities, relating to snow
disposal siting. Constraints applicable to Yellowknife were mapped, along with existing and
potential disposal sites. A summary of best practices in snow removal and disposal are also
summarized, for the benefit of City personnel.

1.1

Existing Practices

Based on a review of current City practices, we understand that snow clearing operations are
initiated once there is an accumulation of 5cm of snow. The City will grade the snow and then
spread 16mm crushed gravel for ice control. The final product is a hard, snow packed surface,
on which vehicles travel. When there is a fair amount of snow on the roads, a little more gravel
is laid. The previously laid gravel is mixed with the snow as graders grade the roads.
At warmer temperatures (generally above -10ºC or -15ºC, but depends on ice build-up), usually
in the fall and spring, a salt and gravel mixture is used on the roads. The Acting Superintendent
of Roads and Streets, of the City, estimated that between 10 to 15 tonnes (9000 – 14,000 kg) of
the salt and gravel mixture are typically applied in the fall. The mixture is approximately 14%
salt, but this varies with temperature (colder temperatures require more salt). This mixture is also
applied in the spring, but snow melts before it requires removal.
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It is the City’s practice to grade the accumulation of snow on streets to a flat driving surface, as
opposed to plowing the snow into a windrow on the side of the road. This practice is unique to
the City of Yellowknife. Based on our research, the reasons given for this practice are:
•

•

The snow accumulation Yellowknife tends to be very slow, often no more than 1 cm at a
time. Therefore, there are very few occasions where roads require immediate snow
removal.
The current practice does not result in the blockage of parked cars behind the snow
windrow.

Snow clearing occurs when there are 100 mm to 150 mm deep ridges, also known as tracks, on
the roads. These ridges make it difficult for traffic to change lanes and turn corners. The snow
is cleared in the downtown area two times per year (occasionally three times) and once per year
in the residential areas. The snow is hauled to one of the two City snow dump locations.
Currently, snow is hauled to either the Solid Waste Facility, or, to the end of Enterprise Drive, in
Kam Lake for disposal. Snow, from downtown and Old Town/Latham Island, is hauled to the
solid waste facility for disposal and snow from Frame Lake and Range Lake is hauled to Kam
Lake.
As was stated earlier, the location near the solid waste facility is not recommended for a potential
snow disposal site, due to the large amounts of meltwater produced. Complaints relating to noise,
litter and runoff meltwater have been received by residents when trucks haul snow through Kam
Lake, to the end of Enterprise Drive, making it desirable to find an alternative to this site. A new
site(s) needs to be selected, based on land use designations and best practices. Through
discussions with the Manager of Public Works and the Assistant Superintendent of Roads and
Streets from the City, two locations would be preferred for snow disposal; however, all snow
could be hauled to one location if there were no other options.
It should be noted that adjacent to the City’s snow disposal site at the landfill, there is a separate
snow disposal site, operated by local contractors. This was provided to the contractors, by the
City numerous years ago. Contractors are not allowed to place snow in either of the City’s
disposal sites (landfill site or Enterprise Drive). When the snow disposal site at the landfill is re-
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located, use of contractor’s site will be discontinued. The City may consider supplying the
contractor with another site at that time.
In the winter of 2004/05, the Assistant Superintendent of Roads and Streets estimated that
between 20,000 and 25,000 m3 of snow required disposal. He also noted that year was a higher
than average year for snowfall. Thus, two areas, of approximately 10,000 m2 each (100 m by 100
m), will be required for snow disposal (assuming snow is piled to a height of approximately 10
m).

2.0

Snow Disposal Siting Considerations

Several elements need to be considered when evaluating sites for snow disposal. A few of these
are listed and described below.
Table 1: Snow Disposal Siting Considerations
Type
Concerns
Environmental • Snow may contain contaminants, such as hydrocarbons*, fine particles, and
debris that will be released when it melts
• Meltwater may contain contaminants and flow into adjacent water bodies
(surface water and/or groundwater)
• Meltwater may cause erosion problems
• Debris left behind when snow melts may attract wildlife and birds.
Social
• Considerable noise will be produced by truck traffic
• Aesthetic issues
• Adjacent land use
Economic
• Cost of transporting snow to the site (a function of haul distance)
• O&M costs of site
• Capital cost
Health
• Proximity to any drinking water sources (lakes or wells)
Design
• Presence of any structures (“V” swales, retention ponds, berms)
• Capacity of site
*When a hydrocarbon spill is reported, all contaminated snow is removed and hauled to the landfill and deposited
within the designated area containing contaminated soils. None of the contaminated snow is placed at the snow
disposal location.
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3.0

Snow Disposal Siting Criteria

3.1

Legislation

There is no legislation in Canada or the Northwest Territories relating directly to siting snow
disposal locations. However, some Acts regulate the release of contaminants, which can be
applied in this situation, as the snow will likely contain contaminated material (hydrocarbons,
fine particles and debris). In addition, the site needs to conform to land use designations, as
stated in current planning documents. The relevant acts are summarized below.
Table 2: Summary of Relevant Legislation
Act
NWT
Environmental
Protection Act
(1988)
Canada Fisheries
Act

NWT Planning Act

Stipulation
Contaminants may not be discharged to the environment. Impacts to land,
birds, animals and vegetation should be minimized.

Contaminants may seep into adjacent surface water bodies during the
spring melt which may contravene section 36 (3) of the Fisheries Act
concerning the deposition of deleterious substances. Section 35 (1) of the
Fisheries Act also states that “no person shall carry on any work or
undertaking that results in the harmful alteration, disruption or destruction
of fish habitat (HADD)” which may be a concern if suspended solids from
the snow melt are deposited into the downstream environment.
The selected site must conform to current planning documents.

Through discussions with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (D. Majewski, personal communication),
no guidelines exist for the siting of snow disposal facilities. However, they would like to review
the final site selection, to ensure protection of fish habitat.

3.2

Guidelines

No guidelines exist in the Northwest Territories relating to the siting of snow disposal locations.
The following table summarizes guidelines established by other jurisdictions.
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Table 3: Summary of Snow Disposal Siting Guidelines
Criterion
Stipulation
Snow Disposal Guidelines for the Province of Alberta
Adjacent water
A minimum setback distance of 200 m from any water body is required. Sites with gradients greater than 15 degrees will require greater setbacks.
bodies
Drainage
Sites should be located in areas with sufficient storage capacity or with adequate drainage to prevent flooding of adjacent lands. Drainage patterns should not be obstructed. It is preferable to prevent meltwater
from entering combined storm/sanitary sewer systems.
Groundwater
It is not advisable to choose sites above a groundwater aquifer with a high water table or that is used as a potable water supply source.
Land Use
It is not advisable to place sites on prime agricultural land.
Snow disposal sites should not be used as recreational areas.
Landfills
It is not advisable to disposal of snow in or adjacent to landfills.
Noise
To mitigate the impact of noise, sites should be located a minimum of 350 m from existing or planned residential housing.
Site exposure
Sites should be located to maximize the sun.
Utilities
It is not advisable to locate snow disposal sites on lands with below ground or above ground utilities. Electrical transmission right-of-ways should be avoided.
Municipality of Anchorage, Alaska – Snow Disposal Site Design Criteria
Drainage
Avoid areas with high potential for contaminating “closed” lake or wetland systems. Avoid sites that would discharge to stream with a base (winter) flow of less than 3 cfs (0.085 m3/s). Avoid sites that would
negatively impact wetlands. Select sites that offer optimum opportunity for conformance with site design and operation criteria.
Groundwater
Snow disposal sites are not permitted within 200 feet (61 m) of a Class A or B well or within 100 feet (30 m) of a Class C well. Avoid areas with high potential for contaminating potable water aquifers. Select
sites that offer optimum opportunity for infiltration to shallow, non-potable ground water systems.
Sewage disposal
Snow disposal sites are not permitted within 500 feet (152 m) up gradient of an on-site sewage disposal system.
system
Transportation Association of Canada – Snow Storage and Disposal
Adjacent water
Proximity to drinking and irrigation water sources should be considered. Proximity to surface water, downstream effects and the type of aquatic species present should be considered (avoid or minimize
bodies
impact). When discharging meltwater into a surface water body, the receiver must provide enough dilution all year round to protect the aquatic ecosystem. An assessment of potential impacts should be
undertaken.
Land Use
Certain land uses (e.g. wetlands, previously contaminated land and flood prone areas) are incompatible with snow disposal sites. Residential, institutional and recreational land uses should be avoided. Rezoning may be necessary.
Landfills
The use of current and decommissioned solid waste disposal sites must be evaluated carefully.
Size of site
Site needs to be able to accommodate the anticipated volumes of snow, a site access/control facility, turn-around area for trucks, berms around perimeter and meltwater collection/settling ponds.
Sub-surface
Preference should be given to sites with low permeable soils with sufficient bearing capacity to handle year-round operation of heavy equipment.
conditions
Utilities
Sites under transmission lines should be avoided. Sites above underground utilities should also be avoided.
Government of New Brunswick, Snow Disposal from Snow Clearing Operations
Drainage
Collected snow should be placed far enough from surface waters to ensure that sand and foreign materials can be collected prior to flood waters washing them into the watercourse. Snow should not be
deposited where it may block, impede or alter the normal flow pattern of watercourse.
Foreign matter
Take all efforts to minimize foreign matter collected with snow
Groundwater
Snow disposal locations should be selected where groundwater is not used for drinking water, or separated so that groundwater is not contaminated with chlorides.
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Table 3 (cont.): Summary of Snow Disposal Siting Guidelines
New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, Snow Disposal Guidelines
Adjacent water
Disposed snow should be stored near flowing surface waters but at least 25 feet (8 m) from the high water mark of the surface.
bodies
Fencing
A silt fence or equivalent barrier should be placed between the snow storage area and the high water mark.
Foreign matter
All debris in the snow storage area should be cleared from the site prior to snow storage.
Groundwater
The site should be located at least 75 feet (23 m) from any private water supply wells, at least 200 feet (61 ) from any community water supply wells and at least 400 feet (122 m) from any municipal wells.
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection – Snow Disposal Guidance
Adjacent water
Avoid dumping snow into any water body.
bodies
Drainage
Avoid disposing snow on top of storm drain catch basins or in stormwater drainage swales or ditches.
Groundwater
Do not dump snow within a Zone II or Interim Wellhead Protection Area of a public water supply well, or within 75 feet (23 m) of a private well. Avoid dumping snow on high and medium-yield aquifers.
Landfills
Avoid dumping snow in sanitary landfills and gravel pits.
Snow Disposal and De-icing Operations in Ontario
Accessibility
To be considered
Drainage
Surface and subsurface drainage to be considered, as well as stability of the soils.
Groundwater
Consider impact on neighboring drinking water wells.
Land use
Alternative, previous and future land uses to be considered
Noise
To be considered
Public safety
To be considered.
Guidelines for Snow Disposal and Deicing Operations in Ontario (1975)
Accessibility
Access roads and site itself need to bear heavy truck traffic when the ground is not frozen (late fall, spring)
Alternate Use of
Due to contaminant loading of soil, other uses of site may be restricted unless remedial measures are taken. Consider costs of reclamation.
Site
Drainage
The site should be remote from surface watercourses. Berms and dykes may be required to prevent direct drainage to a watercourse.
The quantity of snow which can be stock-piled at a particular site should be assessed in relation to estimated runoff rates and quality, the dilution capacity of the watercourse and downstream water uses.
Groundwater
Use of groundwater down gradient of snow disposal site should be determined in evaluation process. Disposal sites should be located in areas where an impervious strata would prevent the migration of
contaminants to aquifer.
Landfill
Municipal sanitary landfill sites should not be used for snow disposal sites.
Noise
Dumpsite and road access should not be in a location where noise will be objectionable to nearby residents. Recommend a setback of 1,000 feet (305 m). Natural or man-made barriers that baffle the sound,
including the snow pile itself, could help to reduce this number.
Visual
The site should be hidden from public view, as snow piles are usually unsightly, particularly during snow melt.
Considerations
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Based on the above guidelines, the following should be considered by City personnel when
selecting a snow disposal site in Yellowknife:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

4.0

Site should be setback from any water body;
There should be sufficient storage capacity and adequate drainage, to prevent
flooding of adjacent lands;
Site should be located away from groundwater wells and groundwater aquifers with
high water tables;
Sites adjacent to landfills are not recommended;
Sites should be setback from residential areas, due to noise;
Sites on land designated as residential, institutional and recreational should be
avoided;
Sites should be able to accommodate volume of snow, truck-turnaround area, berms
and other possible structures;
Sites should be hidden from view, as snow piles can be unsightly.

New Snow Disposal Location Constraint Map

A map of the city, highlighting land use, and some of the above guidelines can be found as
Figure 1, in Appendix A. Only the 200 m water body setback and 350 m residential housing
setback (both from the Alberta guidelines) are illustrated.
A search was conducted to determine if any groundwater wells used for drinking water are
located on city lands. According to the Assistant Superintendent of Roads and Streets and the
City Engineer, no groundwater wells are located on municipal lands.

4.1

Site Selection

Existing sites for snow disposal are described as follows:
•

Site #1: This site is located adjacent to the solid waste facility but requires re-location.
The additional meltwater may leach through the buried waste, collecting
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contaminants. (Note: ENR has requested that snow dumping operations should cease
at the landfill and an alternate site should be found.)
•

Site #2: This site is located at the end of Enterprise Drive, in Kam Lake and City
personnel would like to re-locate it, if possible. It is located adjacent to a small unnamed lake. According to the drainage map provided by City personnel (Appendix
B), this lake flows into a series of small lakes, which eventually flow into Grace Lake.
The series of small lakes is known to be non-fish-bearing (D. Kefalas, personal
communication).

Potential sites for the disposal of snow are described as follows:
•

Site #3: This site is located near Site #2, but accessed from Deh Cho Blvd. Meltwater
would flow into the same series of lakes as described above. It is located slightly
further from the Kam Lake Area than Site #2, and trucks would be required to pass
through the internal roads of the subdivision. There are plans to extend the southern
portion of the North-South airstrip which would extend the airport lease to Deh Cho
Boulevard. However, this site is located on the south side of Deh Cho Boulevard and
should not be affected by this expansion. The height of the snow pile is not an issue
for airport safety as long as it is below the height of telephone and power poles, as
determined through discussions with the Yellowknife Airport Manager.

•

Site #4: This site is located on the east side of Kam Lake Road, at the east end of
Enterprise Dr. Access is from Kam Lake Road. However, City personnel indicated
that the area immediately northeast to this lot will be developed in the near future, and
an adjacent snow disposal site would not be compatible with it.

•

Site #5: This site is located south of Grace Lake, on the west side of Kam Lake Road.
It is adjacent to two, small water bodies, as indicated on Figure 1. The selected site is
just beyond the 200 m waterbody setback.

•

Site #6: This site is located further south than Site #5, at the municipal boundary.
Access to this site would be from Kam Lake Road.
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All sites (#3 through #6) are zoned as Growth Management. Growth Management is intended to
protect undeveloped areas from premature development, with the aim to control and regulate
land use so that future development may proceed in an orderly and well-planned manner in
keeping with the intent of the General Plan. Public utility uses and structures are permitted and
industrial uses are conditionally permitted.

4.2

Site Recommendation

Based on the sites described above, only three remain possibilities for future snow disposal: Sites
#3, 5 and 6. Photos of each of these sites (taken during the winter) are available in Appendix C.
An options matrix is presented in Table 4.
Site #3 would be the preferred option as it is closer than the other two. Drainage and surface runoff flow patterns of these sites require further study. It is recommended that these studies take
place in the spring, when snow has melted.
As indicated earlier, noise complaints have been received from residents in the area of Site #2.
Site #2 is however located in Kam Lake Industrial Park where the Noise By-law (No. 3537) does
not apply. This site therefore remains an option from a technical perspective but it’s long term
feasibility should be reviewed by City staff. Photos are available in Appendix C.
It would also be preferred by the City to have a snow disposal site located at the north end of the
city, to receive snow from the downtown and Old Town areas. This would reduce driving time
required for snow disposal. The quarry area, in particular the Two-Way quarry, immediately
north of Site #1, has been identified as an option. This quarry is under lease to Monarch
Transport Ltd. (No. 16956) and expires June 30, 2008. The head lease between the City and the
GNWT also expires at this time.
If use of this quarry for snow disposal were to be pursued, a detailed groundwater/surface water
study would be recommended to ensure meltwater is not flowing towards the solid waste facility
and that the drainage system would have capability to handle the runoff flows. If drainage
direction and quantity become a concern, some control structures, as described in Section 5.1,
could be constructed.
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Options

Travel Distance
from Downtown
(CIBC)

Waterbody
Setback
(200 m from nonfish-bearing
lakes)

Residential
Setback
(350 m)

Near Landfill?

Hidden from
View?

Sufficient
storage?

Land Use
Designation

Table 4: Options Matrix

Site #3: South of Deh
Cho Boulevard,
opposite airport

5.0 km

Within setback of
non-fish-bearing
lake

Located on boundary of
setback from Kam Lake
(not zoned residential)

No

Yes

Some clearing
required to obtain
sufficient storage area

Growth
Management

Site #5: South of Grace
Lake, west of Kam
Lake Road

5.8 km

Outside setback

Outside setback

No

Yes

Significant clearing
required to obtain
sufficient storage area

Growth
Management

6.7 km

Located on
boundary of
setback for small
pond

Yes

Significant clearing
required to obtain
sufficient storage area

Growth
Management

Site #6: West of Kam
Lake Road, at
municipal boundary
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5.0

Best Practices of Snow Disposal

5.1

Design of Snow Disposal Site

Some jurisdictions have specified design criteria for snow disposal locations. These are
summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5: Summary of Design Criteria
Component
Criteria
Snow Disposal Guidelines for the Province of Alberta
Snow Storage Pads
• Soils under snow piles should be relatively impermeable and an appropriate thickness of compacted inorganic clay may be required
• When native clay is not available, site can be underlain with waterproof membrane materials, asphalt, imported clay or any other similar material.
Meltwater and
• Containment structures such as earthen berms and compacted subgrades may be required to direct meltwater and surface runoff to settling ponds and to minimize the possible seepage of contaminants
Discharge
into groundwater.
• Settling ponds may be necessary to reduce suspended particulate loadings in meltwater
• Ponds should be sized relative to anticipated snow meltwater volumes
• Ponds and trench construction should provide retention times of at least 4 days (total) for suspended particulate settlement.
• Ponds may need to be lined, depending on local soil and groundwater conditions
• Site should be graded to minimize snowmelt runoff percolation to groundwater and runoff from outlying areas does not enter site.
• Discharge structures may be required to allow for control of off-site discharge of meltwater. Such control allows for meltwater release during periods of optimum dilution and/or control of releases
during storm events.
Other Considerations
• Security fencing
• Lighting
Municipality of Anchorage, Alaska – Snow Disposal Site Design Criteria
Information Required
• Soil investigation: to provide knowledge of the soil, potential problems and geotechnical concerns
• Surveying and mapping: to document water courses; should include site topography, existing drainage features, location of wells, adjacent surface water features
• Groundwater investigation: to protect potable aquifer supplies and receiving waters; should determine site-specific ground water level, gradient, direction and uses of aquifer
Snow Storage Pads
• Should occur on engineered working surface composed of competent native material or imported fill.
• Single or multiple “V”-swale cross-sections are recommended
• Orient pad with the downslope (discharge) end of the swale to the north
• Vegetate all unarmoured snow storage pad surfaces, to resist erosion
• Armour all critical pad surfaces and flow channels
• Mark limits of snow storage area
Meltwater and
• Provide dry ponds for early season meltwater detention and/or infiltration and for late season sedimentation
Discharge
• Design of the detention pond is based on hydrologic characteristics of the meltwater from snow sites and secondarily sedimentary removal rates
Waste Sediment Areas
• Provide a separate storage area with proper drainage and access for any waste sediment storage proposed for the site
Other Considerations
• Traffic access
• Lighting/Illumination
• Landscaping
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Table 5 (cont.): Summary of Design Criteria
Transportation Association of Canada – Snow Storage and Disposal
Information Required
• Baseline study of site and surrounding areas
Snow Storage Pads
• Underlying soil and rock structures of the site; preference should be given to sites with low permeable soils with sufficient bearing capacity to handle year-round operation of heavy equipment
• Good solid base is required to allow heavy trucks and graders to drive repeatedly over wet ground, even when frost has gone out of ground
• Base should have low permeability to protect groundwater resources
• Base should slope downwards to the north and take advantage of the sun melting the pile from south to north
• “V” ditches are suggested
Meltwater and Discharge • Meltwater should be directed to a meltwater pond, away from snow piles
• Meltwater collection pond should be designed with an impermeable base, a forebay to collect litter and settle coarse sediments and a larger secondary area to settle finer particles
• An absorbent boom can be placed in forebay to capture any oil and grease in drainage
• Meltwater pond should be large enough to handle the expected meltwater volume, other site drainage and precipitation
• Outlet should be controlled to regulate the release to the receiving water body
• Access to pond is required for periodic clean out of sediments
Other Considerations
• Efficient site operation
• Truck routes
• Vehicle management and snow loading areas
• Access to electrical power
• Permanent or temporary on-site building
• Accessible monitoring points and monitoring equipment (year round)
• Maintenance access for collection, treatment and discharge areas
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection – Snow Disposal Guidance
Meltwater and Drainage
• A silt fence or equivalent barrier should be securely placed on the down gradient side of the snow disposal site
• A 50’ (15 m) vegetative buffer strip should be maintained during the growth season between the disposal site and adjacent waterbodies
New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, Snow Disposal Guidelines
Meltwater and Discharge • A silt fence or equivalent barrier should be securely placed between the snow storage area and the high water mark
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Based on the design criteria above, the following may want to be considered at the new snow
disposal site in Yellowknife:
•
•
•

•
•

5.2

Settling ponds, to contain meltwater and reduce suspended particulate matter
Containment structures, to direct meltwater
Site grading, to minimize meltwater infiltration to groundwater, and minimize runoff
from outlying areas from entering site
Orient site, so discharge is towards north, to maximize southern exposure
“V” ditches, to channel meltwater flow

Operations

A review of the guidelines listed in Table 3 was conducted for operational best practices. These
are summarized in Table 6.
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Table 6: Summary of Operational Considerations
Component
Criteria
Snow Disposal Guidelines for the Province of Alberta
Collection
• Snow from heavily traveled roads should be removed as quickly as possible
following a storm, as the level of contaminants found in snow tends to increase
with traffic flow and length of time snow remains on road
Litter
• Deposit solid waste material at approved landfill as soon as is practicable, to
avoid turning snow disposal site into a landfill.
Municipality of Anchorage – Snow Disposal Site Design Criteria
Snow
• Place snow across full width of “V” ditch
placement
• Sequence placement of hauled snow starting at downhill side of site and filling
uphill
• Maintain snow fill setback from all berms (min 2.5 m)
Vegetation
• Maintain vegetation on all non-armoured pad surfaces
• Trafficking and regrading of site should be minimized
Access
• Restrict access throughout year
Transportation Association of Canada – Snow Storage and Disposal
Site
• Assign one person responsibility for operation and environmental performance
Manageof site
ment
• Vehicle management may be needed
Litter
• Collect litter frequently to prevent it from blowing onto adjacent properties
Snow
• Slope snow piles south to north. The high, south end will melt first and
placement
meltwater will flow under and around rest of pile, leaving contaminants (sand, silt,
litter) upstream.
Meltwater
• Fast-flowing, high volume channels of meltwater should not be allowed to
develop near piles, to avoid erosion and rutting
Snow Disposal and De-icing Operations in Ontario
Collection
• Snow from heavily traveled roadways shall be removed as quickly as possible
following a storm
• Efforts shall be made to minimize the chances of picking up refuse as part of the
snow removal operations
Guidelines for Snow Disposal and Deicing Operations in Ontario (1975)
Collection
• Snow from heavily traveled roadways should be removed as quickly as possible
following a storm, as level of contaminants is related to traffic density.
• Efforts should be made to minimize collection of litter with snow (i.e.
coordinate garbage collection and snow clearing operations and education)
Government of New Brunswick, Snow Disposal from Snow Clearing Operations
Collection
• Persons collecting snow for deposit at disposal site should take all reasonable
efforts to minimize the amount of foreign matter collected with the snow.
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6.0

Recommendations

Based on the guidelines outlined in this report and land use designations, the following new snow
disposal sites are recommended for consideration by the City:
•
•
•

Site #3: South of the airport lease, on the south side of Deh Cho Boulevard
Site #5: South of Grace Lake, on the west side of Kam Lake Road
Site #6: South of Site #5, on the west side of Kam Lake Road

Based on it’s proximity to the City, Site #3 is identified as the preferred option at this point. It is
recommended that the City review the feasibility of this site and conduct a study of the drainage and
surface run-off flow patterns in the spring, following snow melt. This would provide more accurate
information on where the snow meltwater would be flowing.

It is also recommended that a study be conducted on the effect of re-locating the existing Site #1
(adjacent to the landfill), to a location south of the City. This will have operational and economic
effects that need to be considered.
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7.0
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Websites for Guidelines:
Alberta:
http://www3.gov.ab.ca/env/protenf/publications/SnowDisposalGuidelinesFeb94.pdf
Anchorage:
http://wms.geonorth.com/library/Documents/Reports/BMP_Guidance/Siting_Design_Ops_Snow
Disp_Sites.pdf
http://wms.geonorth.com/library/Documents/Reports/BMP_Guidance/Drft_Sno_Disp_DC_.pdf
Ontario
http://www.ene.gov.on.ca/envision/gp/B4-1.pdf
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Dillon Consulting Limited

http://www.ene.gov.on.ca/envision/gp/0412e.pdf
Massachusetts
http://www.mass.gov/dep/water/laws/snowdisp.htm
New Brunswick
http://www.gnb.ca/0009/0373/0001/0020-e.asp
New Hampshire
http://www.des.state.nh.us/factsheets/wmb/inc/3.html
Transportation Association of Canada
http://www.tac-atc.ca/English/pdf/storage.PDF
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Appendix A
Constraint Map

Appendix B
Drainage Map

Appendix C
Site Photographs

